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HINDI BEE *****
Coming soon to Bay Area !

?

*****

US Hindi Association is organizing a unique
competition for our young Hindi learners. An exciting
opportunity for USHA students to practice their
vocabulary and also learn new words ! More
information coming soon.

Objective of USHA
USHA's goal is to promote the use and education of Hindi in USA
and to make Hindi easy to learn!
In order to achieve those goals, we bring the language to your
school thus making it very easily accessible to all.
We make it easy to learn by designing the eduHindi curriculum
and Jano Hindi Program especially for children growing in the
American school system. They employ the same teaching strategies
and methodologies found in American textbooks and workbooks!
Thus, the eduHindi textbooks and workbooks are extremely well
suited for your child. Our students have told us that they love the
program and 100% of them have voted that they will come back the
subsequent year.
By teaching them reading, writing and speaking and
comprehension - all at the same time, we can ensure that each
component supports and enhances the other. Thus, as they learn to
read more, they begin to appreciate the words they speak since they
now know how they are written, spoken, what they mean and how to
read the script.
The developing brain at that age can appreciate the fact that it is
learning in leaps and bounds and loves that. We hope your child will
get a chance to enjoy the Jano Hindi Program while they are young!
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Kya Aapko Pata
Hai?
Did you know?
Sanskrit is the mother
of all the European
languages. Sanskrit is
the most suitable
language for computer
software, according to a
report in Forbes
magazine, July 1987.
The World's first
university was
established in
Takshashila in 700BC.
More than 10,500
students from all over
the world studied more
than 60 subjects there.

See where our Hindi
classes are held
this year! Click
here
Want to know what
the parents say
about us? Click
here
Enroll in JanoHindi
classes soon!
Classes set to begin
in two weeks!
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Some Word fun for All !
Teach Jano Hindi Classes with US Hindi Association (USHA)
www.JanoHindi.org
US Hindi Association (USHA) is looking for passionate, committed, creative, and qualified teachers who would
like to teach Hindi to Bay Area Children in various public and private schools. USHA provides all the material,
logistical support and professional training to the prospective teachers. USHA is looking for people who enjoy
teaching children. Prospective teachers will need to have the necessary work permit.

Please contact USHA ASAP if you are interested in joining.

Contact : (650) 493 - 1566 info@eduhindi.com

US Hindi Association (USHA) is a 501 (c) (3) registered, non-profit organization
dedicated to teaching and promoting Hindi in the US.

USHA Registration / P.O BOX 60604 / Palo Alto, California 94306 / (650) 493 - 1566

